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2 Ewan Kleinhave long been used by phonologists, and more reent work on so-alled featuregeometry (e.g. [Cle85, Sag86℄) has introdued hierarhy into suh representa-tions.However, in their raw form, feature terms (i.e., formalisms for desribingfeature strutures) do not always provide a perspiuous format for representingstruture. Compare, for example, the `dotted pair' representation of a list ofsyllables with the feature-based one (where `u' represents feature term onjun-tion):(1) (�1:�2: nil)(2) first : �1 u last : (first : �2 t last : nil)The term in 2 is standardly taken to be satis�ed by a feature struture of thesort shown in (3):(3) 2664first �1last "first �2last nil#3775In standard approahes to data strutures, omplex data types are builtup from atomi types by means of onstrutor funtions. For example, .(where we use the undersore ` ' mark the position of the funtion's arguments)reates elements of type list. A data type may also have seletor funtions fortaking data elements apart. Thus, seletors for the type list are the funtionsfirst and last.It an be seen that the feature-based enoding of lists uses only seletorsfor the data type; i.e. the feature labels first and last in 3. However, the .onstrutor of (1) is left impliit. That is, the feature term enoding tells youhow lists are pulled apart, but does not say how they are built up. When weon�ne our attention just to lists, this is not muh to worry about. However,the situation beomes less satisfatory when we attempt to enode a larger va-riety of data strutures into one and the same feature term; say, for example,standard lists, assoiative lists (i.e. strings), onstituent struture hierarhy, andautosegmental assoiation. In order to distinguish adequately between elementsof suh data types, we really need to know the logial properties of their re-spetive onstrutors, and this is awkward when the onstrutors are not madeexpliit.For omputational phonology, it is not suh an unlikely senario to be on-fronted with a variety of data strutures, sine one may well wish to study theomplex interation between, say, non-linear temporal relations and prosodihierarhy. As a vehile for omputational implementation, the uniformity ofstandard attribute/value notation is extremely useful. As a vehile for theorydevelopment, it an be extraordinarily unperspiuous.This problem has to a ertain extent already been enountered in the on-text of syntati analysis, and in response various proposals have been made to



Phonologial Data Types 3enrih raw feature term formalisms with reursive type (or sort) spei�ations([RM-R87, DE91℄) or relational and funtional dependenies [Rea91℄ so as to al-low a more transparent enoding of data types. By virtue of their expressiveness,these enrihments typially render the resulting formalisms undeidable. Thus,some are has to be taken to ensure that a given enoding does not introdueomputational intratability into the grammar.As hinted above, in the longer term, it would be sensible to embed phonolog-ial analyses within a broader formalism for grammar proessing, and enrihedfeature formalisms of the kind alluded to above seem provide an appropriatesetting. However from a heuristi point of view, there seems to be some virtue inbeing able to explore the omplexities of phonologial struture without beingoverly onerned about this embedding into a feature-based formalism. The al-ternative whih we been exploring here treats phonologial onepts as abstratdata types. A partiularly onvenient development environment is provided bythe language OBJ ([GW88℄), whih is based on order sorted equational logi. Thedenotational semantis of an OBJ module is an algebra, while its operationalsemantis is based on order sorted rewriting.1.1 Abstrat Data TypesA data type onsists of one or more domains of data items, of whih ertainelements are designated as basi, together with a set of operations on the do-mains whih suÆe to generate all data items in the domains from the basiitems. A data type is abstrat if it is independent of any partiular representa-tional sheme. A fundamental laim of the adj group (f. [GTW78℄) and muhsubsequent work (f. [EM85℄) is that abstrat data types are (to be modelledas) algebras; and moreover, that the models of abstrat data types are initialalgebras.2The signature of a many-sorted algebra is a pair � = hS;Oi onsisting of aset S of sorts and a set O of onstant and operation symbols. A spei�ationis a pair h�;Ei onsisting of a signature together with a set E of equationsover terms onstruted from symbols in O and variables of the sorts in S. Amodel for a spei�ation is an algebra over the signature whih satis�es all theequations E . Initial algebras play a speial role as the semantis of an algebra. Aninitial algebra is minimal, in the sense expressed by the priniples `no junk' and`no onfusion'. `No junk' means that the algebra only ontains data whih aredenoted by variable-free terms built up from operation symbols in the signature.`No onfusion' means that two suh terms t and t0 denote the same objet inthe algebra only if the equation t = t0 is derivable from the equations of thespei�ation.Spei�ations are written in a onventional format onsisting of a delarationof sorts, operation symbols (op), and equations (eq). Preeding the equations2 An initial algebra is haraterized uniquely up to isomorphism as the semantis ofa spei�ation: there is a unique homomorphism from the initial algebra into everyalgebra of the spei�ation.



4 Ewan Kleinwe list all the variables (var) whih �gure in them. As an illustration, we givebelow a spei�ation of the data type LIST1.(4) obj LIST1 is sorts Elt List .ops x y : -> Elt .op nil : -> List .op _._ : Elt List -> List .op head_ : List -> Elt .op tail_ : List -> List .var X : Elt .var L : List .eq head(X . L) = X .eq tail(X . L) = L .endoTh sort list between the : and the -> in an operation delaration is alled thearity of the operation, while the sort after the -> is its value sort. Together,the arity and value sort onstitute the rank of an operation. The delarationops x y : -> Elt means that x, y are onstants of sort Elt.Although we have spei�ed (4 as a type of lists of elements x, y, this isobviously rather limiting. In a partiular appliation, we might want to de�nephonologial words as a List of syllables (plus other onstraints, of ourse), andphonologial phrases as a List of words. That is, we need to parameterize thetype LIST1 with respet to the lass of elements whih onstitute the lists. Wewill see how this an be done in the next setion.1.2 InheritaneWe have briey examined the idea that data an be strutured in terms ofsorts and operations on items of spei� sorts. Another approah is to organisedata into a hierarhy of lasses and sublasses, where data at one level in thehierarhy inherits all the attributes of data higher up in the hierarhy. Inheritanehierarhies provide a suint and attrative method for expressing a wide varietyof linguisti generalizations. Suppose, for example, that we adopt the laim thatall syllables have CV onsets. Moreover, we wish to divide syllables into thesublasses heavy and light. Obviously we want heavy and light syllables to inheritthe properties of the lass of all syllables, e.g., they have CV onsets.In order to deal with inheritane, we need to generalise the many-sorted spe-i�ation language to an order sorted language by introduing a subsort relation.3Thus, we use heavy < syll to state that heavy is a subsort of the sort syll. Weinterpret this to mean that the lass of heavy syllables is a subset of the lass ofall syllables. Now, let onset : syll -> mora be an operation whih seletsthe �rst mora of a syllable, and let us impose the following onstraint (where vis a subsort of mora):3 See [Car88℄ for a general disussion of inheritane between reord strutures in pro-gramming languages, and [SA89℄ for an aount of inheritane within the frameworkof order sorted equational logi.



Phonologial Data Types 5(5) var S : Syll . var CV : Cv .eq onset S = CV .Then the framework of order sorted algebra ensures that onset is also de�nedfor objets of sort heavy.In general, let �and �0be sorts suh that �0 < �; let f be an operator of rank� ! � , and let t be a term of sort �0. Then f is de�ned not just for terms of sort�, but also for t of subsort �0, and f(t) is a term of sort � . From a semanti pointof view, we are saying that if a funtion assigns values to members of partiularset X , then it will also assign values to members of any subset X 0 of X .Returning to lists, the spei�ation in (6) (due to [GW88℄) introdues eltand nelist (non-empty lists) as subsorts of list, and thereby improves onlist1 in a number of respets. In addition, the spei�ation is parameterized.That is, it haraterizes list of Xs, where the parameter X an be instantiated toany module whih satis�es the ondition TRIV; the latter is what [GW88℄ all a`requirement theory', and in this ase simply imposes on any input module thatit have a sort whih an be mapped to the sort Elt.(6) obj LIST[X :: TRIV℄ is sorts List NeList .subsorts Elt < NeList < List .op nil : -> List .op _._ : List List -> List .op _._ : NeList List -> NeList .op head_ : NeList -> Elt .op tail_ : NeList -> List .var X : Elt .var L : List .eq head(X . L) = X .eq tail(X . L) = L .endoNotie that the list onstrutor . now performs the additional funtion ofappend, allowing two lists to be onatenated. In addition, the seletors havebeen made `safe', in the sense that they only apply to objets (i.e., nonemptylists) for whih they give sensible results; for what, in list1, would have beenthe meaning of head(nil)?2 More Examples: Metrial TreesAs a further illustration, we give below a spei�ation of the data type BINARY TREE,where the leaves are labelled �. This module has two parameters, both of whoserequirement theories are TRIV.44 The notation Elt.NONTERM, Elt.TERM utilizes a quali�ation of the sort Elt by theinput module's parameter label; this is simply to allow disambiguation.



6 Ewan Klein(7) obj BINTREE[NONTERM TERM :: TRIV℄ issorts Tree Netree .subsorts Elt.TERM Netree < Tree .op _[_,_℄ : Elt.NONTERM Tree Tree -> Netree .op _[_℄ : Elt.NONTERM Elt.TERM -> Tree .op label_ : Tree -> Elt.NONTERM .op left_ : Netree -> Tree .op right_ : Netree -> Tree .vars E1 E2 : Tree .vars A : Elt.NONTERM .eq label (A [ E1 , E2 ℄) = A .eq label (A [ E1 ℄) = A .eq left (A [ E1 , E2 ℄) = E1 .eq right (A [ E1 , E2 ℄) = E2 .endoWe an now instantiate the formal parameters of the module BINTREE[NONTERM TERM :: TRIV℄with input modules whih supply appropriate sets of nonterminal and terminalsymbols. Let us use upperase quoted identi�ers (elements of the OBJ moduleQID) for nonterminals, and lower ase for terminals. The spei�ation in ([?℄)allows us to treat terminals as trees, so that a binary tree, rooted in a node'A, an have terminals as its daughters. However, we also allow terminals to bediretly dominated by a non-branhing mother node. Both possibilities our inthe examples below. ([?℄) illustrates the instantiation of formal parameters byan atual module, namely QID.(8) make BINTREE-QID is BINTREE[QID,QID℄ endmThe next example shows some redutions in this module, obtained by treatingthe equations as rewrite rules applying from left to right.(9) left ('A['a,'b℄) . ; 'aleft ('A['B['a℄,'C['b℄℄) . ; 'B['a℄left ('A['B['a,'b℄,'℄) . ; 'B['a,'b℄right(left ('A[('B['a,'b℄),'℄)) .; 'blabel ('A['a,'b℄) . ; 'Alabel(right ('A['a,'B['b,'℄℄)) . ; 'BSuppose we now wish to modify the de�nition of binary trees to obtain metri-al trees, These are binary trees whose branhes are ordered aording to whetherthey are labelled `s' (strong) or `w' (weak).
(10) wsw ���� s�����������



Phonologial Data Types 7In addition, all trees have a distinguished leaf node alled the `highest terminalelement', whih is onneted to the root of the tree by a path of `s' nodes.Let us de�ne `s' and `w' to be our nonterminals:obj MET issorts Label .ops s w : -> Label .endoIn order to build the data type of metrial trees on top of binary trees, we animport the module BINTREE, suitably instantiated, using OBJ's extending on-strut. Notie that we use MET to instantiate the parameter whih �xes BINTREE'sset of nonterminal symbols.5(11) obj METTREE isextending BINTREE[MET,QID℄ * (sort Id to Leaf) .op hte_ : Tree -> Leaf .var L : Leaf .vars T1 T2 : Tree .vars X : Label .eq hte ( X [ L ℄ ) = L .eq hte ( X [ T1 , T2 ℄) = hte T1 if label T1 == s .eq hte ( X [ T1 , T2 ℄) = hte T2 if label T2 == s .endoThese allows redutions of the following kind:(12) hte(s['a℄) . ; 'alabel(right (s[s['a℄,w['b℄℄)) .; whte (s[s['a℄,w['b℄℄) . ; 'ahte (s[s[w['a℄,s['b℄℄,w['℄℄) .; 'bThe spei�ation METTREE has to use onditional equations in a umbersomeway to test whih daughter of a binary tree is labelled `s'. Moreover, it fails toapture the restrition that no binary tree an have daughters whih are bothweak, or both strong. That is, it fails to apture the essential property of metrialtrees, namely that metrial strength is a relational notion. However, this seemsto be a weakness of the original formulation of metrial trees, and we will notelaborate here on various solutions that ome to mind.3 Feature GeometryThe partiular feature geometry we shall speify here is based on the artiulatorystruture de�ned in [BC89℄.6. The �ve ative artiulators are grouped into a5 The * onstrut tells us that the prinipal sort of QID, namely Id, is mapped to thesort Leaf in METTREE. The == is a built-in polymorphi equality operation in OBJ.6 For spae reasons we have omitted any disussion of Browman & Goldstein's onstri-tion loation (CL) and onstrition shape (CS) parameters. We also have omittedthe supralaryngeal node as its phonologial role is somewhat dubious.



8 Ewan Kleinhierarhial struture involving a tongue node and an oral node, as shown in thefollowing diagram.
This struture is spei�ed below. The nine sorts and the �rst three operationsdesribe the desired tree struture, using an approah whih should be familiarby now. However, in ontrast with our previous spei�ations, this spei�ationpermits ternary branhing: the third onstrutor takes something of sort glottaland something of sort veli and ombines them with something of sort oral tobuild an objet of sort root.obj FEATS isextending NAT .sorts Gesture Root Oral Tongue .subsorts Nat Root Oral Tongue < Gesture .op {_,_} : Nat Nat -> Tongue .op {_,_} : Tongue Nat -> Oral .op {_,_,_} : Nat Nat Oral -> Root .op _oronal : Tongue -> Nat .op _dorsal : Tongue -> Nat .op _labial : Oral -> Nat .op _tongue : Oral -> Tongue .op _glottal : Root -> Nat .op _veli : Root -> Nat .op _oral : Root -> Oral .vars C C1 C2 : Nat .vars O : Oral .vars T : Tongue .eq { C1 , C2 } oronal = C1 .eq { C1 , C2 } dorsal = C2 .eq { T , C } tongue = T .eq { T , C } labial = C .eq { C1 , C2 , O } glottal = C1 .eq { C1 , C2 , O } veli = C2 .eq { C1 , C2 , O } oral = O .endo



Phonologial Data Types 9(13) 3,4,4,1,1 oral . ; 4,1,13,4,4,1,1 oral tongue . ; 4,13,4,4,1,1 oral tongue oronal . ; 4The seletors (e.g. oronal) oupy most of the above spei�ation. Notiehow eah seletor mentioned in the ops setion appears again in the eqs setion.Consider the oronal seletor. Its ops spei�ation states that it is a funtionde�ned on objets of sort tongue whih returns something of sort oronal.The orresponding equation states that hC;Di oronal = C. Now C hasthe sort oronal and D has the sort dorsal. By the de�nition of the �rstonstrutor, hC;Di has the sort tongue. Furthermore, by the de�nition of theoronal seletor, hC;Di oronal has the sort oronal. So the equationhC;Di oronal = C respets the sort de�nitions.Seletors an be used to implement struture-sharing (or re-entrany). Sup-pose that two segments S1 and S2 share a voiing spei�ation. We an writethis as follows: S1 glottal = S2 glottal . This struture sharing is onsis-tent with one of the main motivating fators behind autosegmental phonology,namely, the undesirability of rules suh as [� voie℄ ! [� nasal℄. The equationS glottal = S veli is illsorted.Now we an illustrate the funtion of seletors in phonologial rules. Considerthe ase of English regular plural formation ({s), where the voiing of the suÆxsegment agrees with that of the immediately preeding segment, unless it is aoronal friative (in whih ase there must be an intervening vowel). Supposewe introdue the variables S1; S2 : root, where S1 is the stem-�nal segmentand S2 is the suÆx. The rule must be able to aess the oronal node of S1.Making use of the seletors, this is simply S1oral tongue oronal (a notationreminisent of paths in feature logi, [10℄). The rule must test whether thisoronal node ontains a friative spei�ation. This neessitates an extension toour spei�ation, whih will now be desribed.Browman & Goldstein [4:234�℄ de�ne `onstrition degree perolation', basedon what they all `tube geometry'. The voal trat an be viewed as an inter-onneted set of tubes, and the artiulators orrespond to valves whih have anumber of settings ranging from fully open to fully losed. These settings willbe alled onstrition degrees (CDs), where fully losed is the maximal on-strition and fully open is the minimal onstrition.
The net onstrition degree of the oral avity may be expressed as the max-imum of the onstrition degrees of the lips, tongue tip and tongue body. The



10 Ewan Kleinnet onstrition degree of the oral and nasal avities together is simply the min-imum of the two omponent onstrition degrees. To reast this in the presentframework we employ our notion of perolation again. The de�nition of maxand min are as follows:obj MINMAXis proteting NAT .ops min max : Nat Nat -> Nat .vars M N : Nat .eq min(M,N) = if M <= N then M else N fi .eq max(M,N) = if M >= N then M else N fi .endoobj CD isextending FEATS + MINMAX .op _d : Gesture -> Nat .ops lo rit narrow mid wide obs open : Gesture -> Bool .var G : Gesture .var N N1 N2 : Nat .vars O : Oral .vars T : Tongue .eq N d = N .eq {N1,N2} d = max(N1,N2) .eq {T,N} d = max(T d,N) .eq {N1,N2,O} d = max(N1,min(N2,O d)) .eq lo(G) = G d == 4 .eq rit(G) = G d == 3 .eq narrow(G) = G d == 2 .eq mid(G) = G d == 1 .eq wide(G) = G d == 0 .eq obs(G) = G d > 2 .eq open(G) = G d < 3 .endo(14) 3,0,4,1,1 oral tongue d . ; 43,0,4,1,1 oral d . ; 43,0,4,1,1 d . ; 3mid(3,0,4,1,1 oral labial) . ; truewide(3,0,4,1,1 oral labial) .; falseopen(3,0,4,1,1 oral labial) .; truelo(3,0,4,1,1 oral tongue) . ; trueThere are �ve basi onstrition degrees (lo, rit, narrow, mid, and wide),and these are grouped into two sorts obs and open.Using the above extension, the ondition on the English voiing assimilationrule ould be expressed as follows7, where Crit : rit:7 A proviso is neessary here. Just beause there is a ritial CD at the tongue tip



Phonologial Data Types 11S1 oral tongue oronal d 6= ritIf this ondition is met, the e�et of the rule would be:S1 glottal d = S2 glottal dThis is how we say that S1 and S2 have the same voiing.Now the manner features an be expressed as follows (omitting stridentand lateral).obj MANNER isproteting CD .ops son ont ons nas : Root -> Bool .var R : Root .eq son(R) = open(R) .eq ont(R) = lo(R oral) == false .eq ons(R) = obs(R oral) .eq nas(R) = open(R veli) and obs(R oral).endo(15) son(3,0,4,1,1) . ; falseont(3,0,4,1,1) .; falseons(3,0,4,1,1) .; truenas(3,0,4,1,1) . ; trueIt follows diretly from the above de�nitions that the olletion of nonon-tinuants is a subset of the set of onsonants (sine lo < obs). Similarly, theolletion of nasals is a subset of the set of onsonants. Note also that these def-initions permit manner spei�ation independently of plae spei�ation, whihis often important in phonologial desription.4 ConlusionsWe began this artile by pointing out the diÆulty of de�ning and using omplexphonologial strutures. In addressing this problem we have used a strategy fromomputer siene known as abstrat spei�ation. We believe this brings us astep further towards our goal of developing a omputational phonology.This approah ontrasts with the �nite state approah to omputationalphonology [1,6℄. Finite state grammars have employed a rigid format for ex-pressing phonologial information, and have not hitherto been able to representthe omplex hierarhial strutures that phonologists are interested in. Our ap-proah has been to view phonologial strutures as abstrat data types, and toobtain a rih variety of methods for struturing those objets and for expressingonstraints on their behaviour.does not mean that a friative is being produed. For example, the lips might belosed. We an get around this problem with the use of CD perolation (as alreadyde�ned) and the equation S1oral = rit. Further disussion of this option may befound in [2℄.
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